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TICKET BOOKING
Friday Art Lectures held at towner - Cost per talk: Members: £8

non-members: £10. other events: prices as stated.

Tickets are available by post from Philip Anson, 34 Martello Road, Eastbourne,
BN22 7SS. cheques payable to “eastbourne Arts Circle”,

please include an SAE, or from the Tourist Information Centre, or via the link on
our web site: www.eastbourneartscircle.org.uk

Enquiries 08432 895129.

Tickets at the reduced rate for members are ONLY available
in advance from Philip, or on the door, and are NOT available

from the Council’s Tourist Information Centre or on their web site.

Information

Patron The Duke of Devonshire KCVO, CBE, DL

President  The Mayor of Eastbourne

Chairman Elizabeth Muir-Lewis

Vice Chairman Dr Helen Rufus-Ward

Honorary treasurer Philip Anson

Honorary Secretary Christine Gawad

Advertising  John Haydon

haydon.j@sky.com

editor Claire Patterson-Snell 

Printing EBC Printing Services

printingservices@eastbourne.gov.uk 

eAStbourne ArtS CirCLe - Formerly Friends of the towner
Registered charity no 306339

Coffee at the Landsdowne

Come and join us at the Landsdowne Hotel on
Saturday 8th August at 10.30am.

These have been popular and happy affairs, where you 
can welcome our new members, exchange ideas and tell 
us what has pleased you, or has not pleased you!

So If you are not on holiday, put it in your diary, and come
and join our merry throng!
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Dear Members

The Committee and
I  continually search
for ways in which to
open up new ideas
seeing what we can
do to make the
artistic scene in our
town exciting and

top class.  One initiative that has taken
off is the Art Bursary named after our
much missed member and friend,
Geoffrey Williams. This was launched
in the Birley Centre on 6th March. As
you may know, the response was
amazing, with sixty one entries.
What a difficult task the judges had,
for the the standard was very high.
We were lucky to have such
distinguished judges, who I know
gave these young artists something
to remember. (see page 12)

We are delighted about a generous
bequest that has come our way. We
would like to thank very sincerely the
benefactor Sally Beatrice Sainsbury.
She wanted the arts to benefit in
Eastbourne, and this is exactly what it
will do. It will not stop us working as
hard as usual to raise funds, but it does
mean that our vision and scope has
great opportunities. Such a generous
bequest has our gratitude. With our
gallery working to make it a success,
this will be a positive development in
our support for what they do.

Planning for 2016 is already underway.
We are keen to arrange a trip.
Perhaps you have some ideas? There
are many possibilities.  Let me know
what you would like please. 

We will soon be planning next years
Friday lectures, asking our first rate
lecturers to suggest interesting and
diverse painters and topics to explore.
Again, I’m keen for you to let me know
if there are any subjects that you would
like to hear about. It doesn't have to be
painting either. So let me know if you
have any thoughts. 

I would like to mention the jazz. As you
know, Geoffrey Williams organised
these in the Hydro Hotel. They were
always filled to capacity as he had
contacts in the jazz world. We had the
popular Ron Drake jazz trio last
November, and we have two more jazz
events to come this year. We need
someone to take this over for us - 
anyone interested out there? If so,
please contact me.

We have many great events to come
which you can read about in this news
letter. We plan these for your pleasure,
and we thank you so much for the
support you give us. 

Elizabeth

Email: pridmore789@tiscali.co.uk

Chairman’s Letter
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Friday Art Lectures
All talks
2.30-4.30pm

The Art of Captain Cook’s Voyages

with Dr Prasannajit De Silva

Friday 10th April
Towner, College Road

Between 1768 and his death in 1779, Captain Cook
led three voyages of exploration to the Pacific.
Although issues of national pride and power were
undoubtedly involved, the purposes of the expeditions
were framed in terms of Enlightenment notions of scientific observation,
and a key part of this was the appointment of official artists to the
voyages.  These artists recorded many aspects of the people and
places they visited.

Prasannajit de Silva has a DPhil in Art History and works as an 
associate tutor at the University of Sussex.  His interests include British
art of the 18th and 19th centuries, especially in colonial contexts.

Gauguin
with Ann Clements

Friday 15th May
Towner, College Road
Ann will focus on the melancholic and
sensual work of French painter Paul Gauguin (1848-1903).
Gauguin left his family and a successful career to live in Tahiti where
he strove to capture the impulsive and instinctive immediacy of primitive
art through a simplified non-naturalistic style of painting.

Ann Clements is a researcher at the Whitworth Gallery and the
Paul Mellon Foundation of British Art, and an associate tutor at Surrey
University. Ann lectures for the V&A, National Trust and NADFAS and
is a fellow of the Royal Society of Arts.
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Birley Centre Event

Francis Bacon
with Professor
Martin Hammer

Sunday 26 April, 3pm
Birley Centre, Carlisle Road,

Eastbourne

Professor Martin Hammer has written

extensively about British artist

Francis Bacon (1909-1992), with

particular reference to his work of the

1940s and 1950s and to the distinctive ways in which the artist

used photographic imagery as the springboard for his paintings.

This talk will explore several specific instances of Bacon adapting

and combining ideas from photographs to his own pictorial and

expressive purposes.

Martin Hammer is Professor of History and Philosophy of Art at the

University of Kent.  He specialises in modern art, with a particular

interest in British Modernism and the art of Francis Bacon.

tickets £12 (eAC members £10)
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eastbourne Arts Circle and Sussex
opera and ballet Society present:

Ballet Master Class
with Paul Lewis
Sunday 17 May, 2.30pm
Birley Centre,
Carlisle Road, Eastbourne

We are pleased to present Paul Lewis from the royal ballet School
directing a ‘Ballet Master Class’ with some young dancers.  Watch as he
demonstrates the exercises that will prepare them for challenging balletic
roles.  This exciting and enthralling event can only enhance the audience’s
appreciation of the level of hard work and dedication it takes to become a
professional ballet dancer. 

Paul Lewis started his professional career with Northern Ballet Theatre
before joining the English National Ballet in 1992 where he was quickly
promoted to soloist excelling as a great character artist.  He danced Tybalt
in Rudolph Nureyev’s Romeo and Juliet and many other roles in the 
company repertoire.  Paul left the company in 1999 to pursue his teaching
career, returning many times as a guest artist and company teacher.  After
five years teaching at the Central Ballet School Paul joined the English
National Ballet School in 2010 as a teacher and artistic co-ordinator.

tickets £15  (£13 eAC members)

Photo Brian Slater

Birley Centre Event
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L.S. Lowry
with Bryan Davies
Friday 12th June
Towner, College Road,

Eastbourne

Bryan Davies is back with another excellent talk, this time on the British
artist L. S. Lowry (1887-1976). Lawrence Stephen Lowry is well known
for his distinctive paintings of industrial Northern England – such as
factory workers streaming from mills in Salford.  Bryan’s talk will be
exploring the work of this expressive artist with his memorable match-stick
figures which are full of movement and energy. Bryan will reveal how
Lowry’s characteristic work provides a fascinating pictorial record of
Britain’s industrial past.

Artist bryan Davies has a wide knowledge of the art of painting which
has helped establish him as a leading lecturer on art from many eras.
He regularly lectures for NADFAS and the WEA.

Friday Art Lecture Talks
2.30-4.30pm
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Wagner and Bayreuth
with

Janet Canetty-Clarke

Sunday 14 June, 3pm

Birley Centre, Carlisle Road

Janet is renowned for her superb lectures on so many great musical

genres, frequently joining the two art forms of music and art.

Her lecture will not only be about the great composer Richard Wagner

and his monumental music, but will also touch on her experiences

when she went to Bayreuth one summer to experience the

extraordinary opera house where he created his epic operas.

Through Janet’s eyes the audience will be transported into the

Wagnerian world that changed musical history. Janet will also 

recount hilarious incidents that will bring her lectures to life.

Janet Canetty-Clarke trained at the Royal Academy of Music

and has recently completed 37 years as a conductor and musical

director at the Ditchling Choral Society (renamed Sussex Chorus).

She has lectured for WEA and NADFAS as well as Sussex

University, Cambridge University, and London University.

tickets £12 (eAC members £10)

Birley Centre Event
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The Pedigree
Jazz Band’s
Tribute to
Trad Jazz
Wednesday 17 June
2.15pm - 5pm

Hydro Hotel, Eastbourne
Tickets £16 (Members £14)

Jazz at the Hydro

roger Marks:  Co-Leader - Trombone
Chris Walker: Co-Leader - Clarinet

Graham trevarton:  Trumpet, Cornet & Vocals
Ken Ames: Banjo, Guitar & Vocals

tony Mann: Double Bass
Colin Larn: Drums

Roger and Chris share a fondness for the style of jazz popularized
by the likes of Chris Barber, Acker Bilk and Kenny Ball in the late
1950s and early 1960s – a period that became known as the
“Trad Boom”.

The Tribute to Trad Jazz Show will have an informative
commentary that includes anecdotes and plenty of humour.
Described by Jazzbreaks as ‘The Sensational Pedigree Jazz
Band’.  They also receive consistently great reviews after their
shows.
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A Dickens of a
Year: 1848
with

Gabriel Woolf
Sunday 12 July
3pm, Birley Centre, Carlisle Road,

After his successful talk on John Betjeman, Gabriel Woolf is bringing

Charles Dickens and an extraordinary year to life through readings

from letters and novels. 1848 was a traumatic and incredibly

productive year for Dickens.  A year of furious activity: writing

Dombey and Son, A Christmas Story, David Copperfield, and

copious letters, running a home for fallen women and touring

Britain for his legendary reading performances of his novels.

The pace of his life is breath-taking - little wonder he dies from

driving himself beyond his limits…leaving us such a legacy.

Gabriel Woolf is an actor, broadcaster, narrator,

playwright and presenter of literary and musical

programmes across the English speaking world.

tickets £12 (eAC members £10)

Birley Centre Event
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Sussex Songmakers perform at Towner

A review by Spyke Baker on a music and poetry event held on 12th March

I had seen John Virtue’s
exhibition “The Sea” at The
Towner before the audience and
performers arrived, and was
struck by how he had managed
to capture the essence of the
rage and tumult that we island
dwellers so often experience. 
But it’s not always like that and
The Sussex Songmakers
together with Nicolas Chisholm
provided the perfect reminder
that quite often the shore is
treated to a more calming
ebb and flow.

The choice of works, both sung and spoken, was wonderful with Masefield’s 
“I Must Go Down to the Sea Again” being a fine introduction to a selection of
soothing pieces which, I thought, worked cleverly when juxtaposed with the 
surrounding walls displaying the giant canvasses showing Virtue’s vision of his
walks at Blakeney. However it wasn’t all “mill pond” repertoire. The latter part
showed how words and music can so readily conjure up a change of scene with
“La Paloma”, “Homage to the Nursery Rhyme” and Diack’s “Jack and Jill”
reminding us of the joy and happiness of playing in slightly scary waves while
being close enough to land to be safe and to be able to enjoy the sunlight
dancing on rippling water.

The performances of all concerned were wonderful and the professional style with
which they were given showed, once again, how lucky we are to have such talents
in our midst and how fortunate we are to have people like Music Director Elizabeth
Muir-Lewis to bring them together for our benefit.  Shirlene Billeness, Susan
Winge-Bicknell and Julia McBain all did great justice to their individual
contributions and each made me concentrate on what they were singing despite
the efforts of Virtue’s monochrome backdrop to distract me.  Each of the poems
delivered by Nicolas were very different in their content and style but his delivery
ensured that we never lost sight of the central, many faceted theme. With Jenny
Beckwith at the Keyboard providing the essential final ingredient the whole 
Ensemble did themselves, “The Sea” and The Towner proud and it was a 
pleasure to be in the audience.

John Virtue: the Sea exhibition is on until 12 April.

(L to R) Shirlene Billinness, Julia McBain, Jennie Beckwith,
Director Elizabeth Muir-Lewis, Nicolas Chisholm,

Margaret Whitehead, Mary Reilly and Susan Winge-Bicknell
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Eleganza
Made to measure

Alterations for ladies/gentlemen

François - Bespoke Tailor

Tel Mobile: 07929 128 704

after 6pm call: 01424 210640

(Under arch)

86a Cavendish Place

Eastbourne BN21 3RR

Exhibitions at Towner

John Virtue: The Sea
Now until 12 April 2015
In a striking departure from the huge
paintings of London which formed the
subject matter of his highly acclaimed
exhibition at the National Gallery as 
Associate Artist in 2005, these new
paintings take the vast, dark expanse 
of the North Sea as a central theme.

Ori Gersht
Now until 26 April 2015
UK-based Israeli artist Ori Gersht will
be showing two major moving image
works Evaders (2009, from the Towner
Collection) and The Forest, (2005)
alongside a series of photographs.

Evaders is a fascinating film work which
uses long panoramic shots to trace the
journey of writer and poet, Walter 
Benjamin through the Pyrnees in
1940 during World War II to escape
the Nazi regime.

See our website for ticket prices and 
further details:
www.townereastbourne.org.uk

John Virtue, The Sea, No 6, 2011-2013
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Presentation of the Arts Bursary

The presentation of the Art Bursary awards on the 6th March was a great success.
In memory of our dear committee member Geoffrey Williams who died suddenly
and unexpectedly last year, and who had supported the idea of an art bursary
enthusiastically. Our Chairman, Elizabeth Pridmore, had the idea of supporting
young artists in this way, and Geoffrey suggested the format of the bursary
following his experience in creating a music bursary in memory of his wife, 
Marianne. Their beautiful daughters, Katherine and Ingela joined us at the Birley
Centre; they thought their father would have been embarrassed, but secretly
pleased and proud.

The award was open to students attending all schools in Eastbourne, we received
61 entries in all, including painting, ceramics, textiles, 3D installations, film.
The schools that took part and sent truly amazing entries were:
BISHOP BELL, CAVENDISH, CAUSEWAY, EASTBOURNE COLLEGE,
HAZEL COURT, LINDFIELD, RATTON, SUSSEX DOWNS.

There was one prize of £500 for the 16+ category and two prizes of £250 each in
the 14-6 category. The students awarded the bursaries will be asked to provide
Eastbourne Arts Circle with a short report by June 2015 detailing how they have
used the funds. The winners of the first Geoffrey Williams Art Bursary were:

Winner 16+ category: £500:

Connor baxter, Sussex Downs
College.
Highly commended:
Denise Wang, Moira House
Claudia Mercer, Eastbourne College
raphael barber, Eastbourne College

Winners 14-16 category: £250 each:

Danielle bates, Lindfield School
Mia Sundby, Cavendish School  
Highly commended:
Craig Winter, Lindfield School   
Leonor Caperiller, Cavendish School
Chloe eliot, Causeway School

Connor baxter

Winner 16+

“Thoughtful visual 

references between 

the past and present.

Well crafted with

sensitive use of

materials.”
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Dr Susan Conway (Judge), Sheila Yates (Event organiser, EAC Committee),
Lucy Goffin (Judge), Elizabeth Muir-Lewis (Chairman EAC),

Elda Abramson (Judge), Dr Helen Rufus-Ward (Committee Member EAC),
Mia Sundby (Prize winner in the 14-16 age group)

Nigel Allyson-Ryan (Sussex Downs College)

We, the EAC committee, hope this will continue for many years, and that the
Bursary will be of great benefit to young, talented artists. 
Our heartfelt thanks to our very experienced judges who were:
Elda Abramson, professional artist and textile weaver
Dr Susan Conway, research associate at SOAS, teacher, Painter, writer.
Lucy Goffin, textile designer, painter, teacher. They found their task a very difficult
one, but eventually came to a unanimous decision. Their expertise and thoughtful
comments were invaluable.

Huge thanks to Eatbourne College for the use of the Birley Centre, and to
Headmaster Simon Davies for presenting the prizes. Thanks to Linda Salway,
Head of Creative Arts Development, and Zara Cosgrove, Head of Textiles and
Creative Arts Co-ordinator, who had written to the schools initially, stored the
exhibits, and then displayed them beautifully and artistically.  It was very, very
complicated. 

Sheila Yates, Art Bursary Co-ordinator. 

Danielle bates, Winner 14-16 Mia Sunby, Winner 14-16



in Eastbourne town centre

For more details 07539 264952 or visit

www.southstreetartstudios.co.uk
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Oil Painting, Acrylic Painting, Photography

Creative writing courses in: Life Writing, Fiction and Poetry 
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BEST WESTERN Lansdowne Hotel is a breath of fresh air in one of the loveliest locations on the south coast. Overlooking 

the Western Lawns on Eastbourne s uncommercialised seafront, the hotel provides you with the ideal base for a short 

break, longer holiday, family celebration, company conference, or just an overnight stay. 

The hotel has a wide range of excellent en-suite bedrooms with modern facilities. 

There are comfortable lounges facing the sea and games facilities including two snooker rooms, conference and function 

rooms which take up to 80 delegates, and in the evening the hotel comes alive in the attractive Regency Bar and the 

popular Devonshire Restaurant. 

Street parking and lock up garages at an additional nightly charge, please contact reception or our website for further 

 

Throughout the year, we run a programme of special breaks including Christmas, New Year, Easter, golf and Bridge. Call 

us for our hotel and special breaks brochure, or visit our website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meetings  Afternoon Teas  Lunches  Dinners  Christmas  Bar Snacks  Seminars  Accommodation - Weddings 

 

King Edwards Parade, Eastbourne, East Sussex BN21 4EE 

T. 01323 725 174 F. 01323 739 721 

Reservations Direct Dial 01323 745 483 

Sales and Events Direct Dial 01323 745 485 

sales@lansdowne-hotel.co.uk www.lansdowne-hotel.co.uk 

 

 

 





Mirabelle Dining Events
at the Grand

Join us in the award 2015 Good Food Guide highest rated restaurant

in East Sussex and Brighton, The Mirabelle at the Grand Hotel,

England’s only 5 Star Seaside Hotel.   

13th May Grand Tour of the

Mediterranean dinner £69.00

1st July ‘Chablis’ House of Jean-Marc

Brocard dinner £69.00

5th August Classical Seaside lunch £38.00

2nd September Spice Evening dinner £69.00

25th November Julbord (Scandinavian Christmas

Table) dinner £69.00

Tables of 4/6 and 8 are available and all these events

include an aperitif and wine.

Best to book early…. These events are always popular!

Call our reservations department

on 01323 412345

The Grand Hotel, King Edwards Parade, Eastbourne, BN21 4EQ.

www.grandeastbourne.com
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